Grilling Month, celebrated in July, is a summer tradition that emphasizes the joy of outdoor cooking, inviting people to fire up their grills and enjoy a variety of foods, from classic barbecue meats to vegetables and even fruits, in the company of friends and family.

Directions: Use your math skills to find the value of each icon and the '?' in the puzzle below.

1. $\text{Grill} + \text{Grill} + \text{Grill} = 1$
2. $\text{Grill} + \text{Steak} + \text{Steak} = 3$
3. $\text{Grill} + \text{Steak} + \text{Spatula} = 100$
4. $= \text{Grill}$
5. $\text{Spatula} + \text{Kebab} + \text{Steak} = ?$

My Answer: $? = \_\_\_\_\_\_$
Answer Key:

Grill=0
Steak=1
Veggies=1
Spatula=50

?=53

**Fun Fact:** BBQ culture varies significantly around the world, reflecting diverse culinary traditions and techniques. For example, in the United States, particularly in regions like Texas and the Carolinas, BBQ involves slow-cooking meat over low heat with a focus on specific sauces and rubs. In contrast, in countries like Argentina and Brazil, BBQ, or "asado" and "churrasco," respectively, is characterized by grilling meats over open flames or hot coals, often with minimal seasoning to emphasize the natural flavors. Meanwhile, in Korea, BBQ, known as "gogi-gui," is a popular social activity that involves grilling marinated beef, pork, or chicken at the table.